School of Psychology Research Symposium

Schedule

08.30 – 09.00
REGISTRATION

09.00 – 09.05
WELCOME
– Claire Gillan (Director of research)

09.05 – 10.35
SYMPOSIUM 1 – CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND MENTAL HEALTH
– Rhodri Cusack
"Exploring the Foundations of Cognition in Infants with fMRI and Deep Learning"

– Lorina Naci
"Typical and disrupted brain mechanism for conscious awareness in full-term and preterm infants"

– Olive Healy
"Translating research into practice: An overview of InterAcT (Accomplish & Thrive) an assistive technology software platform for supporting autistic people and individuals with intellectual disability"

– Kristin Hadfield
"Effectiveness of a community-led shared book reading intervention in Syrian refugee children: A randomised controlled trial"

10.35 – 11.35
COFFEE BREAK & POSTER SESSION 1
– Odd numbers (see the bottom of the programme for details)

11.40 – 12.35
SHORT ORAL PRESENTATIONS
– Elva Arulchelvan
"Using a novel tES approach to diminish accelerated long-term forgetting in aMCI"

– Vanessa Teckentrup
"A ubiquitous measure of processing speed using digital questionnaire response times: validity and association with demographic, lifestyle, and health factors"

– Graham King
"100 Babies: Lessons from Awake Infant fMRI at 2 months"

– Merve Ataman Devrim
"The Association Between Prematurity and Joint Attention during Parent-Toddler Interaction"
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SHORT ORAL PRESENTATIONS

– Vivienne Howard
"Nocturnal Caregiving for Juveniles with Type 1 Diabetes"

– Feng Deng
"Lifestyle activities contribute to cognitive reserve in midlife, independently of education, in cognitively healthy middle-aged individuals at risk for late-life Alzheimer's disease"

– Qusai Khraisha
"Parenting in Protracted Refugee Situations: Systematic Review"

12.35–13.30 LUNCH

13.30–14.50 SYMPOSIUM 2 – "DECISION-MAKING IN THE CLIMATE CRISIS"

– Redmond O’Connell
“Neurally-Informed Models of Decision Making”

– Paul Liston
“Serious Games for Energy Efficiency: Exploring the Role of Behavioural Biases in Energy Decision Making”

– Michael Gormley
“Antecedents of the attitudes of pedestrians, cyclists and drivers towards each other”

– Clare Kelly
“Rethinking Academia in a Time of Climate Crisis”

14.50–15.50 COFFEE BREAK & POSTER SESSION 2

– Even numbers (see the bottom of the programme for details)
**voting closes for People’s Choice poster prize**

16.10–16.50 KEYNOTE PLENARY

– Prof Shane O’Mara
"Do psychologists dream of electric chatbots? The brave new world of competence without comprehension"

16.50–17.00 CLOSING REMARKS

– Prof Sven Vanneste (Head of school) + Poster Prize Announcement

17.00 DEPART FOR SOCIAL EVENT AT KENNEDY’S PUB

March 7th, 2023 – Trinity Biomedical Sciences Institute (TBSI)